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This report outlines the exterior lighting proposals for the Bordon & Whitehill 
development, Bordon, Hampshire. The purpose of this document is to 
ensure the external lighting strategy is well designed, minimises impact to 
residential amenity, maximises energy efficiency and ensures public safety 
and crime prevention.

Included in this document:

• Legal guidelines and required light levels
• Key design considerations
• The design of the proposed lighting
• Lighting type, height and spacing

Introduction
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Objectives

Artificial lighting plays many roles within a development, some of which must 
be balanced against others. It is important we define these objectives at the 
start for a project and identify where we sit on the spectrum when a balance 
needs to be struck.
 
Safe

Lighting must provide a safe environment for visitors to Bordon & Whitehill. This 
includes providing code-compliant light levels and a good quality of light that 
illuminates people, buildings and routes. High-quality and robust fittings that 
are safe to be in the public realm as well as to install and maintain.

Inviting

Creating an inviting space for people is a priority that must be balanced with 
the more functional attributes above. Techniques such as variation of colour 
temperature, layering of light and areas of darkness all create a rich, diverse 
visual environment. Generally warm colour temperatures are favoured after 
dark and well a designed lighting scheme creates places that look great. The 
lighting must always promote accessibility: highlighting level changes and 
designing with DDA requirements in mind are key.

Playful

The third facet of lighting is the concept of joy within a scheme. Light has a 
magical quality that can encourage play and social interaction which ultimately 
benefits the nighttime economy. In areas safe to do so, codes should be 
challenged and we should not be afraid of darkness as it affords us the ability 
to play with contrast, textured, colour, shadows and patterns. We want to 
create a memorable place for people.  

SAFE
• UNIFORM LIGHTING;

• APPROPRIATE LIGHT LEVELS;

• CLEAR FACIAL RECOGNITION;

• ROBUST;

• ENTRANCE THRESHOLDS

INVITING
• ATTRACTIVE DESIGN;

• WARM COLOUR TEMPERATURE; 

• ‘LAYERS OF LIGHT’;

• VISUAL INTEREST;

• APPROPRIATE LIGHT LEVELS;

• OPEN AND ACCESSIBLE

PLAYFUL
• UNEXPECTED;

• INTERACTIVE;

• COLOUR;

• SHADOWS/CONTRAST;

• PATTERNS;

• TACTILE;

 Bordon&Whitehill 

Key design considerations

Light pollution and the undesirable effect of light trespass to local residents has 
been considered of the utmost importance in the design of the external lighting 
for Whitehill & Bordon. The following steps have been undertaken to keep light 
pollution and effects on the residential amenity to a minimum:

• Mounting heights for each lighting type will be set at a uniform height to 
maintain consistency in light levels and appearance throughout the design;

• Building entrance lighting will be recessed to reduce light source visibility;

• Minimal and attractive light fittings will be used to increase the day and 
nightime aesthetic value of the design. This has an important implication in 
terms of how well the lighting is received by both visitors and local residents.
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Scope and illuminance plan

The adjacent plan shows the scope of lighting covered by BDP and applies the 
Arup design standards to these areas. Illuminance and performance criteria have 
been applied to the updated landscape design as it currently stands. 

Dwell spaces  
5lx average, 1lx minimum

BDP Lighting scope - area already implemented

BDP Lighting scope

Primary pedestrian routes 
P4 class: 5lx average, 1lx minimum

Secondary vehicular routes 
P4 class: 5lx average, 1lx minimum

Surface car park (street level) 
10lx average, 0.25 uniformity

Surface car park (residential) 
5lx average, 0.25 uniformity

Surface car park (roof) 
10lx average, 0.25 uniformity

The ground level external lighting installation meets the Obtrusive Light Limitations for 
Exterior Lighting Installations for Environmental Zone E2 as set out in the “Guidance 
Notes for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light GN01:2020” issued by the Institute of 
Lighting Professionals.

NOTE : At present the rooftop car park lighting level is designed in accordance with 
the recommendations laid out by British Standards BS 5489-1:2020, Table 4. This 
standard can be revised to comply with ILP Environmental Zone E2 levels if agreed 
as part of planning.
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Colour temperature

Throughout the day, the perceived colour temperature of natural light changes,  
transitioning from very warm at sunrise, to very cold at midday, finally returning 
to very warm at sunset. This is a naturally occurring cycle that humans have 
evolved with for millions of years. 

When it comes to artificial lighting, colour temperature of white light is selected 
at the specification phase and has a profound effect on the feel of a space. 
Cooler colour temperatures are generally associated with daytime, alertness, 
efficiency. Warmer colour temperatures have a more relaxing, welcoming and 
intimate perception and are much better suited to leisure spaces at night. 

The scale and varied personality of entire Whitehill & Bordon development 
means lighting is an important tool to ‘glue together’ the public realm as 
one space. During daylight hours, the majority of the artificial lighting will be 
switched off, so in a sense we are lighting for an optimal after-dark condition.

It is proposed that the ambient lighting of the whole scheme is consistent at 
3000K warm white throughout. This allows for accent and feature lighting to 
key features in warmer light such as 2700K very warm white for a diverse 
visual environment. 
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Lighting a route

REST/DWELL

BLOCK A

BLOCK B

ACTIVE ROUTEACTIVE ROUTE

Overview

• We propose to illuminate routes within the development as opposed to blanket lighting entirety of the public realm;

• This technique is to focus illumination only where it’s needed - a more sustainable approach in terms of energy consumption;

•  It also allows for natural drop-offs in light. Pockets of lower light levels creates opportunities for more intimate spaces and feature 
lighting techniques to create a rich, diverse visual environment;

• Illumination levels proposed at P4/5 classification as defined in the Arup Specialist lighting design report. 

Schematic section through High Street Schematic plan showing pedestrian routes along the High St. (Guadaloupe Way)
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AREA BY AREA | Ambient lighting
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Block A

General lighting for the external areas surrounding block A will use a simple 
combination of lighting types to provide the required levels of illumination;

• Compact wall mounted luminaires set at a uniform height will provide general 
illumination to the main pedestrian routes that surround block A;

• Building entrances will use canopy recessed downlights to provide a higher level 
of illumination as visitors enter or exit the building;

• The rooftop and ground level carparks will use carpark specific lighting columns 
to maximise efficiency and minimise lighting equipment quantity.

Dialux false colour render illustrating sample light levels surrounding block A 

Example image of wall mounted general lighting Example image of typical carpark lighting arrangementExample image of canopy recessed building entrance lighting
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Block A

Sample (east) elevation showing typical Block A luminaire locations and mounting heights 

Plan drawing showing typical Block A luminaire locations. NOTE : Carpark lighting layout for indicative quantity purposes only, design development required for final mounting locations

Ref: L1
Description: Building mounted LED wall light with 
asymmetric distribution
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: 4m
Dimension: 200 x 81 x 110mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L6
Description: Recessed LED downlight
Manufacturer: Orluna
Mounting height: Varies
Dimension: 59 x 130 mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L5 & L14
Description: Single and twin head LED carpark 
lighting columns
Manufacturer: DW Windsor
Height: 6m
Dimension: 588 x 180 x 135mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L15
Description: Building mounted LED wall light for 
carparks
Manufacturer: DW Windsor
Mounting height: 6m
Dimension: 340 x 235 x 182mm
CT: 3000K 
Control: DALI dimmable
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Block B

General lighting for the external areas surrounding block B will use a simple 
combination of lighting types to provide the required levels of illumination;

• Compact wall mounted luminaires set at a uniform height will provide general 
illumination to the main pedestrian routes that surround block B;

• Building entrances will use canopy recessed downlights to provide a higher 
level of illumination as users enter or exit the building;

• Low level bollards integrated into the landscape that borders with the 
residential back gardens will supplement the wall mounted lighting on 
Guadaloupe way

• The residential carpark will use carpark specific lighting columns for maximum 
efficiency.

Example image of wall mounted general lighting Example image of low level bollard light integrated into landscape

Dialux false colour render illustrating sample light levels surrounding block B

Example image of typical carpark lighting arrangement
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Block B

Sample (north) elevation showing typical Block B luminaire location and mounting heights (bollard locations in blue set into landscape in front of building)

Plan drawing showing typical Block B luminaire locations. NOTE : Carpark lighting layout and pedestrian column locations for indicative quantity purposes only, design development required for final mounting locations

Ref: L2
Description: Building mounted wall light with 
asymmetric distribution
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: 3m
Dimension: 200 x 81 x 110mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L1
Description: Building mounted wall light with 
asymmetric distribution
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: 4m
Dimension: 200 x 81 x 110mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L10
Description: LED lighting bollard
Manufacturer: DW Windsor
Height: 600mm
Dimension: 89 x 600mm
CT: 3000K

Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L5
Description: Single head LED carpark lighting 
column
Manufacturer: DW Windsor
Height: 6m
Dimension: 588 x 180 x 135mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Block C

General lighting for the external areas surrounding Block C will use a simple 
combination of lighting types to provide the required levels of illumination;

• Surface mounted luminaires fixed to the building structure will provide general 
illumination to the main pedestrian routes that surround block C;

• Building entrances and canopies will use downlights to provide a higher level 
of illumination as you enter or exit the building.

Example image of building mounted general lightingExample image of surface mounted building entrance lighting

Dialux false colour render illustrating sample light levels surrounding block C
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Ref: L1
Description: Building mounted LED wall light with 
asymmetric distribution
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: 6m
Dimension: 200 x 81 x 110mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L8
Description: Surface mounted LED downlight 
Manufacturer: Orluna
Mounting height: Varies
Dimension: 59 x 130 mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Sample (east) elevation showing typical block C luminaire location and mounting heights 

Plan drawing showing Block C luminaire locations
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Block E 

Example image of wall mounted general lighting

Plan drawing showing typical block E luminaire locations 

Example image of low level recessed wall lighting 

General lighting for the external areas surrounding Block E will use a simple 
combination of lighting types to provide the required levels of illumination;

• Surface mounted luminaires fixed to the building structure will provide general 
illumination to the main entrances into Block E;

• The pedestrian pathway between the residential gardens and new green 
space shall be illuminated by low level wall lights recessed into the raised wall.

Ref: L12
Description: Low level wall recessed LED 
luminaire
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: 400mm
Dimension: 260 x 100 x 115 mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L1
Description: Building mounted LED  wall light with 
asymmetric distribution
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: 4m
Dimension: 200 x 81 x 110mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable
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AMBIENT LIGHTING | Morrisons & Town square

Example image of surface mounted building entrance lighting

The Morrisons entrance canopy will have integrated lighting to boost the 
building entrance light levels to ensure safe travel.

• Surface mounted luminaires fixed to the building canopy will provide safe 
levels of illumination to the building;

• Pending the amount of light provided by the Town square general lighting 
(not in scope), 6m lighting columns may be required to boost lighting levels. 
The necessity for these columns will be subject to a review of the new lighting 
levels achieved in the Town square.

Dialux false colour render illustrating sample light levels surrounding block A 

Example image of lighting columns

Plan showing indicative Morrisons entrance downlight locations 

Ref: L8
Description: Surface mounted LED downlight 
Manufacturer: Orluna
Mounting height: Varies
Dimension: 59 x 130 mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L4
Description: Pedestrian path LED lighting column
Manufacturer: DW Windsor
Height: 6m
Dimension: 588 x 180 x 135mm
CT: 3000K

Control: DALI dimmable
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NIGHT TIME ANIMATION
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Ref: L8
Description: Inground LED uplight for uplighting 
columns
Manufacturer: Orluna
Mounting height: ground level
Dimension: 58 x 58 mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L11
Description: Wall mounted luminaire with narrow 
beam downlight optic
Manufacturer: Ligman
Mounting height: High level
Dimension: 95 x 82 x 106mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L13
Description: Surface mounted LED window reveal 
accent light with narrow beam optic
Manufacturer: iGuzzini
Mounting height: Upper windows
Dimension: 110 x 89
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

NIGHT TIME ANIMATION | Block C facade

Elevation showing typical block C accent lighting luminaire locations

The Block C facade shall be illuminated at night to create a night time character 
and place making. A well lit facade will be attractive at night for visitors and 
allows for lower ambient light levels due to increase perceived brightness. 

• Wall mounted compact luminaires with narrow beam downlight optics will wash 
light down the building between the windows creating a warm textured facade;

• The entrance columns are uplit using compact ground recessed uplighters. To 
manage unwanted upward spill light the inground fittings shall be located either 
to the side or behind the columns to illuminate the entrance lobby and flanking 
recesses;

• The upper level windows shall use discreet luminaires tucked inbound on the 
sills that accent the window frame and create a visually interesting contemporary 
effect. Narrow beam optics shall be used to ensure light spill onto the building 
crown is eliminated.

NOTE: for the above lighting treatments a lighting mock-up should be 
undertaken to ensure all stakeholders are happy with the proposed design. 
This can be scaled down to a single window reveal, column uplight and facade 
downlight for ease of testing.

Example image of wall mounted narrow beam downlight Example image of discreet window reveal lightingExample image of column backlighting
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In ground lighting treatments will highlight the 
building entrance at night

Vertical illumination increases the 
perception of brightness at night and 
provides a bright welcoming facade

NIGHT TIME ANIMATION | Block C facade
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NIGHT TIME ANIMATION | Landscape

Plans showing tree uplighting locations

Plans showing tree uplighting locationsExample image of tree uplighting 

Select trees shall be illuminated with robust inground uplights to improve way 
finding and vertical brightness after dusk. In addition uplighting trees provides a 
visually attractive setting that encourages rest and dwell for visitors.

Ref: L9
Description: Inground LED uplight for highlighting 
larger trees
Manufacturer: Orluna
Height: 80 x 70 mm
Dimension: 200 x 81 x 110mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable

Ref: L8
Description: Inground LED uplight for highlighting 
smaller trees
Manufacturer: Orluna
Height: N/a
Dimension: 58 x 58 mm
CT: 3000K
Control: DALI dimmable


